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Up to 30 homes flooded in Newcastleton as river bursts banks

ONE year and one week after devastating floods hit Newcastleton
during Storm Dennis, villagers are once again mopping up after the
Liddel Water burst its banks on Tuesday.

It is estimated that between 20 and
50 homes were flooded. Some people
had only just returned home after last
February’s floods, while others were still
not moved in.
The village’s community council chairman has now called for immediate action
from the authorities, demanding shortterm solutions until a long-term solution
can be put in place.
The village nearly flooded last Friday
but the river held.
Greg Cuthbert said properties from the
middle of the village towards the south
took the brunt of the flooding.
He added: “Thankfully, many people
now have flood gates and air vent covers
and most held but some didn’t because
the water came through the walls.
“Some people had been in their houses
for only a few weeks and are now out of
them again. It’s a desperately sad situation.
“Some of them have children and this
is going to affect their education, with
COVID-19 another issue to deal with.
“The council was out yesterday with
sandbags and did as much as they could
as did our local volunteers.
“All the roads into the village were
closed overnight which caused problems
for the emergency services. It was very
dangerous for them coming over the hill
from Langholm.
“The aftermath for everyone is mentally
draining. People have been flooded for
the second time in 53 weeks and it’s terrible.”
He said they now had to think about
the future of the village and there had to

be a multi-agency response.
He said: “We’re still struggling to get
our voice heard: the community council,
community trust and resilience team but
it’s difficult to get heard at the top table.
“We need short-term measures using
local knowledge such as gravel extraction
at the pinchpoints.
“SEPA (Scottish Environment Protection
Agency), Scottish Borders Council and
the Scottish government must bring forward the flood plan and not wait for
another several years.
“There needs to be some quick thinking.
Those, who can move mountains, must
start to move them.
Pauline and Nicol Elliot saw their house
being surrounded by water but not flooded.

Resilience Team

Pauline, who leads the resilience team,
was up all night.
She said: “The river rose very quickly.
By 6pm it was up to near the beech tree
in South Liddle Street which is the flood
trigger.
“The streets flooded were South Liddle
Street, George Street, Walter Street and
Stopford Street.
“I’m not sure how many properties in
total yet but I think also in Buccleuch
Terrace, South Hermitage Street and at
Holmfoot.
“We opened rest centres in the village
hall and No8 Club and communications
were co-ordinated from the health
centre.”

> Turn to Page 2

South Hermitage Street

George Street

Photos by Carol Dobson
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In Memoriam

ex|w

In loving memory of John, a loving
husband and father who passed away
on 23rd February 2020.
John's wings were ready
but our hearts were not.

Sadly missed.

Love Betty, Julia and Kevin

Funeral Services

Funeral
Directors
Undertaker & Monumental Service
New Memorials supplied
Additional Inscriptions and Cleaning

David W. Erskine

Briery Bank, Ewes, Langholm
Tel: 013873 81251 or 07710 906257

FUNERAL
DIRECTORS
For a Personal Service

Hedley and Turnbull

James Rae & Sons

013873 75404 / 013873 75532 / 0789 655 7941

Headstones and Memorials

● Headstones
● Memorials
● Children’s Memorials
● Desks and Vases
● Memorial Design
● Memorial Restoration

11a George Street ● Annan
01461 202083 ● www.jraeandsonsheadstones.co.uk

Happy Birthday

Happy
60th Birthday

NORMAN

Love
Mam, Sandra
& Andrew

The Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser is part funded by the
above organisations along with charitable trusts and
individuals from the community of Langholm.

Way out begins
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Church Notices
CANONBIE UNITED
& LIDDESDALE
PARISH CHURCHES

Although Covid-19 has
meant our doors are closed
we remain available to offer
support where we can.
Please contact the Session
Clerks on 013873 25255 or
canonbiechurch@gmail.com.
Canonbie Treasurer Fiona
Smith has received the new
weekly offering envelopes.
If you would like to receive
yours or wish to donate by
bank transfer please contact
her on 013873 71616 or
fionasmith2402@gmail.com
for details.
All Services
CANCELLED
until further notice

LANGHOLM,
ESKDALEMUIR,
EWES & WESTERKIRK
PARISH CHURCHES
With no services the
church is getting little or
no income.
If you wish to donate by
making a bank transfer
please contact the treasurer, David Johnstone,
on the phone numbers below and he will supply
necessary details.
Tel: 013873 80859.
Mobile. 07543 179469
All Services
CANCELLED
Charity
no. SCO11946
until further
notice

www.eladvertiser.co.uk

First Minister maps road to freedom

THE coronavirus continues to
remain suppressed in Langholm
and Eskdale as vaccinations are
well underway to inoculate the
over 60s age group.
The rate in the seven days up until
February 20 remains at zero to two.
This is the case for all other places
in Annandale and Eskdale, apart
from Lochmaben, which recorded
three cases.
In Dumfries and Galloway the
number of cases was 80, down from
111 the previous week, and a rate
of 53.7 per 100,000 population,
down from 89.3.
In the Scottish Borders there were
45 cases, a rate of 39 per 100,000
population and in Denholm and
Hermitage, which includes
Newcastleton, the virus was also
suppressed.
More than a third of Dumfries and
Galloway’s population have had their
first dose of the COVID-19 vaccination.
Most people aged 65 and over
have been vaccinated, along with
those who are shielding, care home
residents and most frontline health
and social care staff.
Cohorts 6 and 7, which includes
those aged 60 to 64 have been inoculated and preparations are in place
to begin delivering second-dose vaccinations to care home residents and
staff.
Valerie White, interim director of
public health, said: “We’ve reached
a milestone in our rapid roll-out of
vaccinations.
“Vaccines do not guarantee full
immunity. They give a degree of
protection and can lessen the severity
of the virus and bring down rates of
transmission but they don’t necessarily mean people can’t catch
COVID-19.
“Everyone should be aware that it
can take up to 21 days for a degree
of immunity to develop.”
Scotland’s phased and careful
approach to easing lockdown

First Minister Nicola Sturgeon announces the steps to ease lockdown in Scotland

restrictions while continuing to suppress COVID-19 was outlined by
First Minister Nicola Sturgeon on
Tuesday.
The priority is the phased return
of education, building on the return
of some pupils on Monday.
On the basis that progress in suppressing the virus and vaccinating
key groups remains on track,
restrictions will be eased.

Outdoor mixing

They include the next phase of
school returns for P4 to P7 and more
senior secondary pupils back in the
classroom for part of their learning
and the limit on outdoor mixing
between households increasing to
four people from a maximum of two
households.
The stay at home restriction will
be lifted and any final school returns
take place.
Communal worship will restart in
limited numbers and retail will
reopen, starting with an extension
of the definition of essential retail
and the removal of restrictions on

click-and collect.
There will then be a return to a
levels approach and all of Scotland
will move to at least level 3, with
some possible adjustments.
This could mean that, from the
last week of April, a phased but
significant reopening of the economy
is expected, including non-essential
retail, hospitality and services, like
gyms and hairdressers
There is likely to be a gap of at
least three weeks between each easing of restrictions to assess the
impact of changes and check it is
safe to proceed.
As the vaccination programme
progresses, a return to more variable
levels of restrictions, which can
vary by location, is likely when it
is safe to do so.
Ms Sturgeon said: “I know how
hard current restrictions are after
11 long months but they’re working
and we can now see our way out of
them.
“These measures are initial steps
on a slow but steady route back to
much greater normality.”

Chairman calls for urgent action

> From Page 1

She added: “I think property owners were much more prepared and
everything worked well but
COVID-19 restrictions limited
what we could do.
“The incident highlighted the
issue of flood defences and management in the village.
Alistair Telford, whose parents’
house was flooded for the second
time, feels let down by Scottish
Borders Council for the lack of
action since the previous flood.
He said: “They could have partly
dredged the river at Holm brig
which is part of the problem.
“The resilience team here are
brilliant but we feel very let down
by the council which has had all

year to take action.”
A council spokesperson said:
“We had staff in the village
overnight alongside colleagues
from Police Scotland and Scottish
Fire & Rescue Service helping
the community.
“We are assessing the extent of
any damage to properties and
roads and will work closely with
our partners and people in the village to aid recovery.
“One home was evacuated and
both the B6357 and B6399 into
the village had to close.”
The Kershopefoot road is
destroyed again

Residents distressed
over military exercise
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And fears over shooting ranges operating without permission
RESIDENTS in Eskdalemuir
are in shock after a major
military exercise was carried
out by special forces troops
from the US Air Force without
any warning last week.
The exercise, which was done
with the knowledge of Police
Scotland, was at Clerkhill,
owned by Eskdalemuir Forestry.
There are currently two
retrospective planning applications for shooting ranges in
Eskdalemuir: one at Clerkhill;
and one at Over Cassock, which
is privately-owned.
Both are operated by Gardners
Guns of Longtown.
Eskdalemuir Community
Council became aware of the
planned development of the
two-mile rifle range at Over
Cassock at its November 2018
meeting.
The range is for target shooting
with 50 calibre rifles.
In December last year
Nicholas Jennings, council
chairman, after complaints about
noise coming from the site of
one of the proposed ranges,
spoke to Dumfries and
Galloway Council planning
officer Chris McTier.
He was told the applicants
had been advised to withdraw
and resubmit applications and
they would then be considered
as major developments because
of their size and there would
be full public consultation.
Last week Mr Jennings was
surprised to receive this message
from the planning office.
“A subsequent application has
been submitted for Clerkhill

and made valid. The area covered by the change of use has
been confirmed as fewer than
two hectares.”
It added: “The area covered
by the change of use at Over
Cassock has also been confirmed and amounts to fewer
than two hectares.
“As such, these are “local”
developments and do not carry
the requirement of public preapplication consultation.
“I will also ask our admin to
send formal consultation
requests for the community
council to respond to.”
Mr Jennings has now written
to Elaine Murray, council leader,
Gavin Stevenson, chief executive, and David Suttie, planning
and building standards manager,
asking them to give urgent consideration to reverting to the
previous stated position that
both applications should be
considered as major developments.
He said: “Dr Murray was
quick to reply, saying I would
get a response from Mr Suttie.
Nothing received so far.”
In response to a request for
clarification of the status of the
ranges, Police Scotland wrote
to the community council on
December 14.
It said: “A new range would
not be able to operate without
relevant planning permissions.”
It wrote again on December
21: “I can advise that shooting
should not currently be
on-going at these ranges.”
Last Tuesday and Wednesday
residents, alarmed by the noise

Clerkhill at Eskdalemuir where a US Air Force special forces exericise
was carried out last week without any warning given to residents

of machine gun fire and rifle
shooting, contacted the police
in the firearms licensing
department in Dumfries.
It was reported that US Air
Force Special Forces were
training at Clerkhill.

US military

Mr Jennings also contacted
the department to ask whether
this military activity had
approval.
He said: “The initial response
was that Police Scotland locally
had no prior knowledge of the
of US military training in
Eskdalemuir but last Friday I
received a message.
It said: “I can confirm that on
February 12 the police’s area
control room was notified of
an exercise in the area of
Eskdalemuir between the 16th
and 19th by the organisers.”
Mr Jennings added: “Quite
where the Police Scotland area

Timber roads’ funding

Local authorities and landowners are invited to submit bids for timber
transport funding

LOCAL authorities and
landowners are being
reminded to submit their
proposals for timber transport projects to Scottish
Forestry before the March
22 deadline.
Successful proposals will
receive money from the
Strategic Timber Transport
Fund (STTF) which co-funds
projects which minimise the
impact of timber lorries on
the rural road network.
The awards mostly include
improvements to minor roads
and for promoting the transport of timber by sea.
Fergus Ewing, the Scottish
government’s rural economy
secretary, said: “Over the
past 14 years nearly £60m
has helped to deliver 249

control room is, I don’t know,
but it appears the notice had
not gone through the firearms
licensing department in
Dumfries until after the event.
“We would like both applications to be fully aired through
public consultation, subject to
the highest level of scrutiny.
“To date, it’s easy to construe
that the operators have not followed the rules by operating
without permissions.
“This is not the way to build
public confidence in what, by
their very nature, are unsettling
developments.
“Eskdalemuir is a beautiful
and peaceful place. Since
landowners have struck a deal
with commercial gun clubs, this
has grown exponentially and
this is starting to cause a high
level of distress to a significant
number of residents.
On last week’s military exercise, Police Scotland told the
E&L Advertiser: “There was
no policing incident.
“This was a planned exercise,
taking place in a privately-

timber transport projects
through the STTF.
“I hope we can continue
the fund in next year’s budget
and, subject to parliamentary
approval, intend to allocate
£7m towards this.
“It is vital during our green
recovery that we continue to
ensure the infrastructure is
there to allow timber supplies
to flow freely to market.
“I urge landowners and local
authorities to submit their
proposals so we can award
grants as soon as possible.”
Much of the STTF goes
towards work on minor B, C
class and unclassified roads.
This may include improving
drainage systems, strengthening or upgrading surfaces,
widening corners, adding
traffic-calming measures or
providing passing places,
making it easier for residents
and business to share the
rural road network.

owned forest and not a shooting
range. Members of the public,
who contacted us, were advised
of this.
“Any questions about the firing range and planning permission need to go to Dumfries
and Galloway Council because
this is not a policing matter.”
A Dumfries and Galloway
spokesperson said: “The site
area of these applications means
neither application falls into
the category of a major development.

Procedural

“The difference between local
and major developments is
largely procedural and all
applications are subject to
exactly the same notification,
advertisement and consultation
requirements at the planning
application stage.
The developers have been
advised to cease any unauthorised operations.
However, a breach of planning
control is not a criminal offence
and no formal action can be
pursued until the outcome of
the applications is known.
“Other authorities such as
Police Scotland may be able to
pursue actions under their own
legislation.
“The military exercise involving the special forces is understood to have been on the estate
and not at the shooting range.”
Both
Gardners
Guns
and Eskdalemuir Forestry
were emailed but neither has
responded.

The funding also supports
the work of one national and
five regionally-based project
officers who engage with
councils and forestry stakeholders to identify any timber
transport issues and seek to
identify potential solutions.
More details from Roland
Stiven, Scottish Forestry business support adviser at
Roland.Stiven@forestry.gov.
scot

Five masts
for mobiles

NEW mobile masts are set to be
built in the Borders as part of the
Shared Rural Network programme, a joint venture between
the UK government and mobile
operators.
O2, Three and Vodafone
announced they will build 222
mobile masts in the UK to improve
rural coverage.
Scotland will benefit most from
the scheme, with 124 sites planned.
Of the planned sites, five will
be in the Berwickshire, Roxburgh
and Selkirk constituency which
covers most of the Borders.
The construction of the new
masts will begin this year. O2
says it’s currently in the preapplication process with local
authorities and landowners. Once
this is complete, precise locations
will be confirmed.
The £1bn Shared Rural Network
deal was signed last year by the
UK government to make poor
and patchy rural phone coverage
a thing of the past.
It means all four mobile network
operators will deliver 95 per cent
combined coverage in the UK by
the end of 2025 and consumers
can rely on their own provider’s
network wherever they are.
John Lamont, Berwickshire,
Roxburgh and Selkirk MP, said:
“Poor mobile coverage is a really
big issue for areas like ours. While
improving all the time, there
remain significant ‘not spots’.
“This is major progress in tackling patchy mobile coverage in
the Borders.
“The Shared Rural Network is
a world-first scheme to provide
more coverage to rural areas.
“Digital connectivity is vital for
communities like ours. The only
way we can level up opportunity
is by giving businesses and individuals the tools they need to
prosper.”
___________________

New bell
hammer

LANGHOLM parish church has
applied for listed building consent
from the planning authority to install a replacement bell hammer
to the church bell and lightning
protection.
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ERIC
HAGAN

Longtown
Tel: 01228 791664
Brampton
Tel: 016977 42703

www.erichaganopticians.co.uk
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EMERGENCY
NUMBERS

POLICE SCOTLAND

Langholm ....................101
Newcastleton ............. 101

COUNCILS
Dumfries and Galloway Council

............................030 3333 3000
..........www.dumgal.gov.uk
Fault reporting (potholes/streetlights etc............0800 042 0188
Langholm Town Hall/Library
...................013873 80255
Dumfries and Galloway
bus timetables

www.dumgal.gov.uk/timetables
Scottish Borders Council .
0330 100 1800
out of hours01896 752 111
Scottish Borders
bus timetables
...www.scotborders.gov.uk

UTILITIES

Scottish Water
..................0800 0778 778
...www.scottishwater.co.uk
Scottish Power
....................................105
..www.scottishpower.co.uk
Scottish Gas emergency ..
0800 111 999
National Rail enquiries .....
03457 484 950
......www.nationalrail.co.uk
Floodline SEPA
..................03000 996 699
..............www.sepa.org.uk
BEAR Scotland (A7)
...................0800 0281414
...............www.bearscot.com

POST OFFICES

Newcastleton013873 75361
Canonbie ...013873 71348
Rowanburn 013873 71542

HOSPITALS

D&G Royal Infirmary
...................01387 246246
Cumberland Infirmary
...................01228 523444
Borders General Hospital
01896 826000
Thomas Hope Hospital
..................013873 80417

DOCTORS

Langholm ..013873 83100
Newcastleton013873 75100
Canonbie ..013873 71313
NHS24 ........................111

CHURCHES

Langholm,Eskdalemuir Ewes
and Westerkirk Parish churches
Ms Joy Lunn
Session clerk07584 357180
Canonbie United Parish church
Session Clerk..013873 25255
Liddesdale Parish church
Session Clerk..Glynis Cambridge
07469 397065

SCHOOLS

Langholm Primary
...................013873 80900
Langholm Academy
...................013873 80418
Newcastleton
...................013873 75240
Canonbie
...................013873 71336

CHEMISTS

Davidson Chemist, Langholm
...................013873 80220
Monday to Friday
8.45am -1pm; 2pm-5.30pm.
Saturday 8.45am-12.30pm.
Boots Pharmacy, Longtown
...................01228 792859
Monday-Friday 9am - 6pm.
Saturday 9am-5pm.

DENTISTS

Mark Buddy 013873 80521
Emergency - outside opening
hours
01461 202508

Letters to the editor

Suspension
not as
reported

FURTHER to the article
“Suspended
councillor
disputes official record”
(E&L Advertiser, February
18) about the suspension of
Mark Hodgson, I would like
to correct some of the inaccurate statements made.
The draft minutes were circulated to the members and a few
amendments were made. The
approved minutes were then
published.
The minutes were taken at the
meeting by a member so are
accurate.
Councillor Ronnie Tait was
not, as stated by M Hodgson,
present as a member of the
public but as an ex-officio
member of the community
council. All Dumfries and
Galloway councillors fulfil that
role.
To suggest there was no fractious discussion is wrong.
The community council
members targeted by the post
on Facebook were understandably upset and angry that their
integrity was being questioned
by M Hodgson on a Facebook
page.
There was certainly heated
discussion.
There was certainly a request
made by me that Mark
Hodgson should apologise for
breaching the code of conduct
but no apology was forthcoming.
Mr Hodgson was given ample

time to explain his actions but,
unfortunately, for whatever
reason, appeared unable to
comprehend what was being
asked of him.
The proceedings took considerably longer than three
minutes.
I was alerted to the post by a
member of the public and, after
reading it, I contacted all other
members, apart from one, who
I was unable to contact, so they
could read the post themselves.
I then sent a letter to our secretary so the matter could be
discussed at our October meeting.
Mark was not alerted because
he could have deleted the post
and the evidence would have
vanished.
To the best of my knowledge
this is the first time in the community council’s history that
anyone has been suspended for
breaching the code.
We are all very upset that this
has happened and can only
hope that lessons have been
learned.
I am on Facebook because I
get news and photos from family and friends and it is a very
good source of information
about local events.
Unfortunately, it is used by
several people to make
unpleasant and derogatory
comments about organisations
and people in the public eye.
People should stop and think
about the distress they cause
before they press send.
This letter has been approved
by all members of Langholm,
Ewes and Westerkirk community council.
Margaret Sanderson
Westerkirk Schoolhouse
Bentpath

www.eladvertiser.co.uk

Have your say on the issues affecting our area. You can write to us at
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser, 54 High Street, Langholm DG13 0JH or
email your comments to rachel.norris@eladvertiser.co.uk

Ex-officio
Only nine
attendance years left

WITH reference to the article “Suspended councillor
disputes official record”
(E&L Advertiser, February
18), Mark Hodgson stated I
attended as a member of the
public.
This is inaccurate. I attended
in my capacity as an ex-officio
member of Langholm, Ewes
and Westerkirk community
council.
The qualification for an
ex-officio member is being an
elected member of Dumfries
and Galloway Council or the
Scottish and UK governments,
whose area of representation
includes any part of the community council area.
I would have thought this
would have been obvious but
apparently not.
Councillor Ronnie Tait

Annandale East and Eskdale

I WAS really pleased to
watch the recent climate discussion for South Scotland
organised by Teach The
Future.
At the first youth climate
strike I attended our banners
and signs read ‘ONLY 12 years
left’.
This felt so soon and we all
knew action needed to be
imminent.
That was three years go.
Time has been ticking and
now, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), we have only
nine years to avoid disastrous
and irreversible rises to the
temperature of the planet.
We know this will have an
impact on our future as young
people here in Scotland and on
the future of other young people around the globe.
While it was heartening to
see cross-party consensus on
the severity of the issue at the
event, we are tired of governments setting targets which do

not manifest in tangible action.
Words without action will not
cool the ocean. You can't
announce £27bn (Tories) and
£155m (SNP) for building new
roads and expect to be taken
seriously on the climate emergency,
The Scottish Green Party
stands alongside young people
who are tiring under the pressure to ‘save the world’.
As a young person aged 22
and a candidate for the Scottish
Greens in South Scotland, I
believe we are the only party
willing to push for the imminent change needed.
Kath Malone
Scottish Green Party
Holyrood candidate
South Scotland

Kath Malone, Scottish Green Party

Dressing to
excess?

AS IF to mock our own latest roadmap out of
the pandemic (“If I were you, I wouldn’t start
from here” springs to mind), the previous day
on Sunday proved the season’s certainty with
the first springlike day of the year, with dog
walkers aplenty enjoying the warm sunshine
on the Castleholm with exactly a month in
hand to the official start of spring.

What, pray,
is ‘woke’

I READ, from front-page
newspaper headlines such as
in
The Telegraph, The
Times, Daily Mail, Daily
Express, The Sun, The
Scotsman and others that
“WOKE” is supposed as a
bad thing.
What is WOKE, and why is
it, whatever it is, deemed to be
bad?
I would appreciate any
answers, explanations or opinions because I am perplexed.
So often new expressions are
floated and become defined as
truths not to be explained such
as “alternative facts”.
So, please, can Langholm
folk answer my plea: what is
WOKE?
Michael Clarke
Hillside Crescent
Langholm

A Langholm herring gull

#
STAY

Photo by Tom Hutton

Also on time were the oystercatchers at the
Kilngreen, while the herring gulls gave a
farewell performance of mass aerobatics to surpass the RAF Red Arrows before returning to
summer at the coast.
Meanwhile, the already legion ducks were
absent for once, presumably preparing for more
broods.
Another species making its less prepossessing
return was the MAMILS (middle-aged men in
long shorts, or short longs, any colour so long as
it’s black).
Thankfully, the gulls are still in their summer
whites and the voluble oystercatchers perhaps
dress to excess in their smart dinner jackets.

WOKE
Oystercatchers on the Esk
Photo by Mairi Telford Jammeh

Richard Lennox
Henry Street
Langholm

Joshua smashes his
target for operation

IN BRIEF
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Decorate a
bike

Canonbie schoolboy raises nearly £30,000 with friends’ help
A CAMPAIGN to raise money
for a Canonbie boy’s lifechanging operation has
smashed its target.
Joshua Graham, seven, a pupil
at the village school, set out to
raise £25,000 and the total so
far is £29,689.
Joshua has cerebral palsy and
the money will pay for him to
have the operation at Alder Hey
Hospital in Liverpool.
He lives with his parents,
Michelle and Iain, and sister,
Edith.
The online fundraising is
through Just4Childen and the
operation Selective Dorsal
Rhizotomy (SDR) will help
with his independence and mobility.
Joshua has now completed the
last mile of his walk/bike ride,
just in time to relax over the
weekend before returning to
school on Monday, his first day
back since before Christmas.
He decided he would walk
using his Cavalier walking aid
or cycle on his adapted trike

for 18 miles.
That’s the distance from home
to school and back again to raise
money for his SDR Journey.
Michelle said: “He and his
sister Edith, four, managed a
mile each day, just along the
road where they live. Tagging
along was our dog Tess.

The entrants’ names were all
put in a hat and Joshua drew
the winner who was Alan
Spence.

Journey

Fancy dress

“They went out in all weathers:
rain, snow and wind and it was
very cold most of the time, even
below zero on one day.
“They often wore fancy dress
or parts of fancy dress which
would fit over all the layers of
clothing and coats, wearing
masks and hats.”
To celebrate, the siblings drank
some Irn Bru in champagne
glasses at the end.
Joshua and Edith’s 18-monthold bullock, Ferdinand, was sold
at Dumfries Auction Mart on
Monday and the money went
to the fund. It made £1,500.
There has also been an online
truck and tractor show, organised

Joshua Graham and his sister Edith celebrate after completing 18 miles

by a friend, Heather Prentice
of Sharp Transport.
People uploaded a photo of
their truck or tractor and for a
donation of £10, although many
gave more.
It ran for just over a week and
ended last Sunday. Joshua chose
the first, second and third-placed

New chief in charge

Chief Superintendent McGuire is Dumfries and Galloway’s new
divisional commander

CHIEF Superintendent Carol McGuire
has been appointed divisional commander for Dumfries and Galloway.
She replaces Chief Superintendent
Linda Jones, who left after three years
in post.
Ms McGuire has 25 years’ service in
policing. She has delivered tactical,
operational and strategic policing
responses to a range of large-scale and
high-profile events.
She oversaw the introduction of
remotely-piloted aircraft systems to Police
Scotland to provide enhanced air support
and led on the national project to introduce
and procure lighter, more flexible body
armour for officers.
She said: “It’s a privilege to be given
the opportunity to lead on policing in
the communities where I grew up.
“I was born in Stranraer and left when
I was 18 to study at university in Glasgow.
My family are still here so the link has
not diminished with time.
“I’m particularly looking forward to
working with such a terrific team of
officers and staff and I will learn a lot
from them in these early stages about
our policing priorities.
“Linda has passed me a lovely legacy
of strong collaboration and community
engagement and I’m determined to maximise that to benefit residents.
“I look forward to meeting members
of the community when the pandemic
restrictions allow us to do so.”

trucks and tractors. It raised
more than £1,030.
Iain, a time-served agricultural
engineer, ran a raffle for a tractor
engine service, including the
labour and parts for the engine
service.
Tickets were sold for £10 each
and 79 were sold, raising £790.

Anyone, who would like
to see video clips of Joshua
and Edith on their walk or details
of any fundraising, can
follow
Joshua’s
SDR
Journey on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/Joshuas
SDRJourney-100307202097044
To make a donation they can
go to www.JustGiving.com/campaign/JoshuasSDRJourney
An online open dog show is
running on Facebook.
It was organised by a friend
Steph Pollock and there are
classes for all: pedigree classes
and fun classes.
People can upload photos of
their dogs into the relevant class
album and donate £2 for each
photo.
Details on Joshua’s SDR
Journey Facebook page.

Online virtual exhibitions
for Hopsrig & Loganhead
Windfarm Section 36
Applications
Exhibions to run for 2 weeks,
from 22nd February unl
7th March 2021

LANGHOLM Regeneration
Group plans to go ahead with
its decorated bikes this spring.
The theme will be umbrellas
and/or kites in bright colours.
The group is asking people
whether anyone wants to paint
a bike. Some need redoing and
there are some new ones if anyone wanted to take one.
____________________

Officers
rewarded

A TEAM of the year award has
been presented to police officers
who solved a number of poisoning incidents involving birds
of prey.
The award went jointly to
Dumfries and Galloway
Division CID and the National
Wildlife Crime Unit for their
investigation which led to an
individual being convicted of
wildlife crime offences.
The Chief Constable's bravery
and excellence awards were
held virtually because of the
pandemic.

We are inving the local community
to visit our online virtual Hopsrig &
Loganhead Windfarm exhibions
available to view on our website
Both windfarms received planning consent in 2019, for projects under
50MW. As Muirhall are now looking to exceed 50MW at each wind
farm, Secon 36 Applicaons must be submied to the Scosh
Government in order to increase the scale and generang capacity
of the turbines.

Structure of Exhibitions:

Meet the team

Welcome
Highlights the site relevant to the consultaon, the aim of
consultaon, and invite to feedback.
Loganhead/Hopsrig wind farm
(Dependent on site): overview of project and site informaon.
Updates to our proposals
Highlights proposed updates to consents and diﬀerences from
consented project.
Landscape Visualisaon
Includes visualisaons of views of site and overview of visual eﬀects.

Jason Morin

Mike Molleson

Mhairi Frai

Carol Douglas

PROJECT MANAGER

SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER

The Environment
Highlights areas dealt with by upcoming EIA, and previous migaon
resulng from consultaon.
Community benefits
Taking a look at the opportunies available for local communies
under the scheme.
What happens next?
Highlights quesonnaire and next steps (analyse + report feedback,
and applicaon submission).

Visit the online exhibitions

DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Exhibions will be accessible via the project webpages:
www.muirhallenergy.co.uk/project/hopsrig
www.muirhallenergy.co.uk/project/loganhead

Community investment is central to what we do

www.muirhallenergy.co.uk
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Farming on the Border

Research on using
natural resources

In association with
C & D AUCTION MARTS - LONGTOWN & DUMFRIES

Mental health is
a hidden problem
NEW research will explore
which interventions can best
support the mental health and
well-being of people in farming communities.
Led by the University of
Stirling and Scotland’s Rural
College (SRUC), the study will
explore the preferences of farming people and, at the same
time, establish their views,
uptake and acceptability of two
possible interventions.
One will deliver emotional
and social support, including
financial advice, and the other
will be an online psychological
therapy, specifically developed
for the farming community.
Four fifths of farmers aged
under 40 consider mental health
to be the biggest hidden problem
facing
the
agricultural
community.
Depression in farmers is rising
and suicide rates are among the

highest in any occupational
group. It is currently estimated
that one agricultural worker a
week takes their own life.
Margaret Maxwell, professor
of health services and mental
health research at the university,
said: “The underlying reasons
for poor mental health lie in
the unique social, environmental
and economic challenges of
rural food production.
“An intervention targeted
towards helping farmers cope
with these issues may be more
acceptable and beneficial.
“There is no current knowledge about preferences and
acceptability or uptake of remote
interventions and how these
can best be signposted to
farmers.”
For more information, email
farmingminds@sruc.ac.uk or
visit www.sruc.ac.uk/farmingminds

SOLWAY AGRICULTURE
LIMITED
Glasgow Road, Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire
DG11 2SE
Tel. Lockerbie (01576) 204124

Fax. Lockerbie (01576) 203806

Beet Pulp Pellets,
Barley Grains,
NB Grains, Wheat Grains
Rolled Barley,
Wheatfeed, Rapemeal,
Hi Pro Soya, etc.
Can be mixed to your
requirements
Collect or deliver ex Laurmar,
Heathall Ind. Est., Dumfries
Bekina Wellingtons,
Waterproof Leggings &
Jackets, Boiler Suits, etc

FOR ALL LAMBING
REQUIREMENTS
lamb colostrum, lambs milk,
bottles, teats, lammacs,
castration rings and pliers
marking sprays etc.

dependencies on nature.
“For some, like farmers, these
links may be very direct and
clear, although they may not
be using explicit natural capital
approaches.

Supply chain

A research project is underway to discover how the food and drink sector uses natural resources

THE importance of natural
resources such as clean water
and fertile soil for food and
drink businesses is the focus
of research being led by
Scotland’s Rural College
(SRUC).
Alistair McVittie, SEFARI
Fellow and environmental
economist, is looking at how
the sector’s small and

C&D Auction Marts Ltd had forward
2,643 store hoggs, cast ewes and rams at the
sale at Longtown on Tuesday, February 16.
There were more buyers operating for
an outstanding quality show of hoggs for
the time of the year and all classes were
an absolute flyer, with the overall average
being £101. Many more could easily have
been sold to vendors’ advantage.
Top price was £133 & £131 for Texels
from Middle Farm .
The mart held its catalogue sale of 300
store cattle on the same day.
An increased entry of outstandingly
well-bred cattle, predominantly 8-12
months old, went under the hammer.
All vendors are commended for the
quality produced, having them turned out
in expert fashion and rewarded for their
time and effort as trade was simply on
fire from start to finish.
A fantastic run of Charolais-bred cattle
from regular consignors RI & VA Telford,
High Parkfoot, Roadhead topped the sale
at an eyewatering £1,400 for a 12-monthold steer, achieving an average of £1,225
for 8 sold.
Limousin heifers peaked at £1,360 from
Reed & Hill, Lingey Field, Hexham, who
also sold British Blue heifers to £1,350
(x2) and £1,300 (x2). Limousin steers

medium-sized
businesses
(SMEs) include nature in their
decision-making and business
models and how they can develop new opportunities from
natural resources.
SEFARI fellowships improve
the flow of research, knowledge
and expertise to their key
partners.
This fellowship contributes to

the Scottish Forum on Natural
Capital’s work to help businesses understand how they
rely on, have an impact on and
can develop business opportunities from natural capital.
Alistair said: “I’m exploring
the extent to which small and
medium-sized enterprises in the
food and drink sector are
engaging with their impacts and

Around the marts

topped at £1,245 for a weighty bullock
from the same good home, whose run of
22 cattle averaged £1,164.05
A tremendous run of 40 Limousin bullocks and heifers aged 9-12 months from
WH & DA Gass, Nunscleugh, Bewcastle,
sold to £1,210 for a pen of three bullocks
and went on to average £1,112.94. Another
noted run of 22 well-bred Limousin cattle,
consigned by Wanwood Partners, Alston,
topped at £1,210 for a shapely 9-monthold steer, with others to £1,195.
Vendors and producers are encouraged
to show their cattle in the ring at Longtown
for premium returns as many more can
be sold to their advantage. Entries actively
sought for the next sale on Tuesday,
March 9. The next special sale is the
March sale of continental-bred store cattle,
together with the annual Kirkcambeck
spring sale. Both sales are on Saturday,
March 20.
The mart had forward 7,407 sheep comprising 4,235 prime hoggs and 3,172 cast
ewes and rams at the weekly sale at Longtown on Thursday, February 18.
All classes of cast cows remain in demand and more are needed weekly to
satisfy buyers’ requirements. The sale
was predominately of native-bred cattle
which topped at £900 for a Galloway

from W & HI Watson, Sanders Close,
Slaggyford, which also topped the price
per kilo at 180p. Blue Greys to 168p
from WD & R Elliot, Burnfoot of Ewes,
Langholm.
A similar show of 4,235 hoggs forward.
A very mixed bag of hoggs. Well-fleshed
hoggs sold well and were very much in
demand. Best Beltex hoggs were in short
supply and sold to extreme rates, topping
at 417p for a tremendous pen of eight
Beltex hoggs shown by DS & RC Taylor,
Easter Ochtermuthill, Perth. Beltex hoggs
also topped the price per head at £178 for
five Beltex hoggs from the same home.
Heavy hoggs were a poorer show and
slightly easier on the week. Commercial
export hoggs were in big demand and
regularly sold between 280p and 290p.
More are needed to satisfy demand.
Small hoggs were a serious trade, selling
between 290p and 310p, with no let-up
from start to finish. Continental hoggs
topped at 383p for a pen of tidy Beltexes
consigned by RN Scott, West Micklethwaite. Cheviot hoggs broke the 300p
barrier on several occasions, topping at
307p, consigned by Messrs D Robinson,
The Heugh, Hexham. Blackface hoggs
topped at 298p for a penful of wellfinished hoggs, consigned by G Barbour

“For others, further down the
supply chain such as manufacturers and processors, the links
might be less direct, with benefits coming from marketing
opportunities, but could include
risks such as the supply of water
needed in processes.
“The survey is looking at how
far businesses are already
engaged with nature and natural
capital, what barriers they face
and how those might be
addressed.
“I’m keen to get a broad crosssection of businesses in the sector to explore whether these
differences in links to nature
do exist.”
Alistair is asking representatives from food and drink SMEs
to complete an online survey
before Monday, March 8.
To complete the survey visit:
sruc.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/food_
natural_capital

& Co, Auchengibbert, Crocketford.
All classes of well-finished hoggs are
needed to fulfil demand weekly. Any lean
store types are better sold on a Tuesday
through the store market.
An overall sale average of 274.5p (SQQ
286.1p).
A larger show of 3,172 ewes. Heavy
ewes sold to increased rates of return.
Pure-bred Texel ewes topped the sale at
£198 twice, both lots consigned by Lower
Reiss Farms, Caithness.
Suffolk ewes saw a rise in returns, topping at £175 for a shapely ewe, consigned
by Messrs Hepburn & Co, North House,
Hawick
Hill ewes sold to a top of £99 for Cheviots
consigned by J&J Campbell, Wedderlie,
Berwick. Scotch-bred Blackface ewes
topped at £94 consigned by Rawburn.
Mules were a lot dearer on the week
especially Scotch Mules or heavy English-bred Mules. Topping at a staggering
£126 for a pen of hefty girls consigned
by T J Neill, Howtel, Mindrum.
Rams maintained recent high rates, topping at £148 for Texels from Sharplaw
Farms, Hownam.
Many more ewes can be sold to vendors’
advantage and are keenly sought after.

Have a seat and admire
the views of Eskdale
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Langholm walks group raises money to buy new benches and picnic tables

One of the more badly-broken benches is at Land’s End, close to the A7

The new
strains of
coronavirus
are more
infectious.

This is an example of the type of picnic table which the Langholm walks group
would like to buy and place on some of the routes

THERE are many scenic
views and peaceful spots to
have a rest on walks around
Langholm.
Now, thanks to the town’s
walks group, walkers’ experiences will be a lot more pleasant.
The group has decided to
replace a number of broken
benches and even add some
picnic benches.
Gavin Graham, chairman,
said the idea was to provide
15 seats and, perhaps, five
picnic tables.
He said: “We anticipate that
this will cost £5,000 in total
and I have already been
promised five seats which will
amount to just over £1,000.
“For the remainder, we will
apply to a local charitable trust.
“We have already discovered
five broken seats and are looking for others in the area.
The picnic tables will be
placed on some of the
Langholm Walks routes.

“We hope to have a full plan
put together by the end of
March for presentation to the
charitable trust and, if successful with our application, these
would all be in place by early
summer.”
The replacement seats will
be made of recycled plastic
and will have a longer lifespan
than the wooden ones. The
group will seek match-funding
so it can increase the number
of benches.
Gavin added: “If any walkers
on their regular walks can photograph damaged seats, I would
be grateful.
“I need a good photo, the
exact location of the seat and,
if possible, who put it there,
like a club, the council or an
individual.
“I also need to know whether
it is anchored on a soft base or
concrete.”

Please email the photo to gavinjohngraham@gmail.com

You should self-isolate
immediately if:
• You or anyone at home
has symptoms
• You have been asked to
by NHS Scotland or the
Protect Scotland app
Isolating as soon as possible
reduces the chance of spreading
the virus. Remember, don’t leave
your home unless it’s to be tested,
and don’t wait for a test result
to start isolating.

Call the National Assistance
Helpline on 0800 111 4000
to access a range of support to
help you self-isolate, including:
• £500 Self-isolation
Support Grant*
• Access to food
• Access to medicine
To book a test, visit
NHSinform.scot/
test-and-protect
or call 0800 028 2816
if you cannot get online.

*Available to workers on low incomes. Conditions apply.

Langholm has become Sian’s touchstone
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
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LANGHOLM is bursting with creative talent and there
is much in the town’s history and culture as well as
the surrounding environment to inspire.
The E&L Advertiser talks to one of our up-andcoming young artists who has just been selected to
receive an Emerge award from Upland.
Sian Yeshe Blackburn, who
grew up in Tarras, works in
film and digital media.
Since graduating from an MA
creative practice course from
the University of Cumbria in
2020, she has been keen to
further explore the rural culture
of southern Scotland through
documentary work.
She will be mentored by John
Wallace with additional support
from Colin Tennant and Sakia
Coulson of CT Productions.
Upland is a bold, ambitious,
rural-based visual art and craft
development organisation in
Dumfries and Galloway.
It creates opportunities for
young people and emerging
and established artists.
It also signposts to its partners’ opportunities and develops opportunities specifically
for and with its own members.
Emerge 2021 is funded by
the Holywood Trust, Creative
Scotland and the Archie Sutter
Watt Trust.
What is it you actually
do?
I'm a self-employed,
freelance
filmmaker
and editor which means
I work on advertising,
How
did you getcontent
into this
documentary
type
ofmoving
creative
work?for
Were
and
content
you
attracted
to itThis
at school
social
media.
is
or mainly
was it done
something
which
from my
developed
home in later?
the town and
When
was younger, I was
on-setI locations.
always interested in creative

How did you get into this
type of creative work? Were
you attracted to it at school
or was it something which
developed later?
When I was younger, I was
always interested in creative
subjects at school which led
me to study foundation art and
design at Carlisle College.
From there, I studied a BA
Hons in communication design
at Grays School of Art which
is where my interest in film
began.
After graduating, I decided
to pursue a career in film rather
than design. I have freelanced,
worked in commercial production and studied, graduating
with an MA in creative practice
in 2020.
Details of work experience:
who have you worked for/
freelance work/commissions?
Interestingly enough, my
longest-standing client is in
Langholm.
Over the past four years I
have filmed three Latimers of
Langholm Christmas adverts.
However, the bulk of my commercial work comes from further
afield, working on projects such
as music videos, YouTube vlogs,
promotional interviews, tour
photography, advertising and
title sequence development.
In more recent projects I’ve
worked with professional athletes and personal trainers to

provide content for their clients
during the pandemic.
My most notable client would
probably be Red Bull Media
House. I was also employed by
the company in 2018 as a
junior, helping develop ideas
and pilots for its YouTube
channel.
Surprisingly, it has a small
staff so this meant I was given
a lot of on-camera and editing
responsibility.
I worked hands-on on projects with partnering companies
such as Tag Heuer and Audi
and interviewed its top athletes,
attending live television screenings as a producer and developing a pilot for the company
to follow internationally.
It was a great experience
working internationally. I was
based at the HQ in Salzburg,
Austria.
I was glad Langholm
Academy offered German as
my language option but, thankfully, most offices were
English-speaking.
When returning from Austria,
I settled back in Langholm,
mainly working with OutPost
Arts until I did my Masters. I
chose to study this at Carlisle
because it allowed me to stay
here.

What about projects, like the
one you did last summer on
the Common Riding?
Although I enjoyed working
commercially, I didn't feel fulfilled in my work. Constraints
imposed by companies often
don't allow for creative outputs.
I decided to develop my own
documentary practice alongside my freelance commercial
work.

Sian’s early career took her to Austria
where she worked for Red Bull

www.eladvertiser.co.uk

This allows me to explore
subjects I find interesting, particularly focusing on social history and culture.
This led me to pursue my
Masters and try to focus on
developing a portfolio of
documentary film work.
With Lockdown One happening in the second trimester of
my Masters, the 2020
Common Riding became my
focus as a cultural event to
document.
I interviewed people and
paired these interviews with
donated and personal footage
of previous Common Ridings
and footage from Common
Riding Day 2020.
It was my hope to show an
insight into a unique cultural
event and the passion many
people have for it.
The film I created is Felt not
Telt and is about 18 minutes
long.
I was awarded a first for it as
part of my concluding Masters
work.
Since graduation, I have
begun to distribute it to film
festivals nationally and internationally with the support of
the Scottish Documentary
Institute.
Unfortunately, because of the
pandemic, I have so far been
unable to screen it here.

What is it about Langholm
which drew you back? Why
do you like it as a work
base?
In short, Langholm will always
be home.
After living in numerous
places, I decided city life wasn't
particularly for me and, as I
matured, the lifestyle I sought
was more attainable in the
countryside, allowing me to
get outdoors and stay active.
Langholm has a beautiful
landscape for capturing and
remaining inspired, while not
having the financial pressures
of city living.
This allows my business to
be successful with smaller
overheads and allows me to
expand my business through
investing in equipment rather
than pricey studio rent.
I feel very passionate about
continuing to work here and
hope to bring rural culture and
creativity into the spotlight.
Practitioners are often overlooked for their city counterparts but there is a wealth of
talent based in rural Scotland.

Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
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Pupils learn to
be engineers

Sian Yeshe Blackburn
Langholm Academy pupils will take part in a competition run
by the Engineering Development Trust

Sian Yeshe Blackburn has sampled life in other parts of the world but was drawn back to Langholm to work and develop her creativity

How will it help/develop
your work?
It is my hope that, through
working with mentors John
Wallace and CT Productions,
I can increase my skill-set in
numerous ways.
We hope to focus on improving my audio and visual
production quality, helping me
develop a sustainable business here and with the distribution and exhibition of work.
With graduating during the
pandemic, it has made returning to freelance work difficult and restricted production
around the country so the
award comes at a perfect time
to revitalise my work as a
filmmaker and a business.
We are also looking at ways
in which the programme can
support a screening of Felt
not Telt and an accompanying
exhibition in Langholm.

What did you have to provide
to Upland to be awarded the
Emerge award?
You have to be an artist
based in or from Dumfries and
Galloway, aged under 30 and
a recent graduate.
It is designed to support early
career artists and creatives to
develop their businesses in
the region through a mentoring
programme.
I had previously applied when
graduating from Grays School
of Art but was unsuccessful.
After my Masters, I decided
to have another shot. I sent
my portfolio and answered
questions digitally before
receiving an invitation to
interview.
I was informed a few weeks
later and we are beginning the
programme in the coming
weeks.

Right: Sian Yeshe Blackburn will be mentored as part of receiving an
Emerge award

Ex-Cornet Stuart Murray is interviewed by Sian as part of her documentary Felt Not Telt

What are you expecting
from it?
With the lockdowns, it's
amazing to have something
pro-active to do in developing my business, while
being unable to work.
I guess I’m expecting it
to help me move things
forward positively so I can
continue to grow as a business and filmmaker while
opportunities are limited
because of the pandemic.
It is also a great opportunity to be included in Spring
Fling so I look forward to
being able to show work
as part of that event.

SCHOOL
pupils
from
Langholm are taking part in a
national competition to develop
their key skills for future subject
choices and careers.
It’s hoped up to 40 children
from Langholm and Moffat will
participate in the Engineering
Development Trust’s (EDT) industrial cadets bronze programme,
a Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) project.
S2 pupils from Moffat are taking
part, along with a community
project team led by the Langholm
Initiative.
The 12-week project is sponsored
by Developing the Young
Workforce Dumfries & Galloway
(DYWDG), and windfarm operator Community Windpower.
Flora Lewis Gotts, EDT’s
industry engagement manager,
said: “We’re delighted to
work with DYWDG, Community
Windpower, the Langholm
Initiative and Moffat Academy
on this project.
“This is an exciting opportunity
to engage young people with the
renewable energy sector and
introduce them to an exciting
future of work in the area.
“This is the first time in three
years that Dumfries and Galloway
will have pupils representing the
area in the National Industrial
Cadet Bronze project.”
The pupils will have to prepare
a project based on the renewable
energy industry before presenting
their finished product in a regional
competition.
The winner will represent the
region at a national final later this

year.
Justin Thomas, programme manager at DYWDG, said: “We’re
delighted to work with our partners
EDT and Community Windpower
on this important support mechanism for children.
“Significant work has been done
over the past year to allow this
opportunity to work online, while
encouraging team communication.
“It’s pleasing to have children
from both Moffat and Langholm
involved.
“It highlights the importance of
both towns’ roles in future
renewable energy proposals and
promotes green and STEM-related
career paths.
Several members of the
Community Windpower team will
act as mentors for the pupils and
be on hand when needed to give
business advice and encouragement.
Rebecca Elliott, assistant project
manager
at
Community
Windpower, said: "We’re pleased
to take part in this year’s Industrial
Cadets bronze programme with
DYWDG and EDT.
“Community
Windpower
believes it is important to work
with and share our knowledge
with the younger generation,
especially in the areas close to
our developments.
“There are so many green job
opportunities in the renewable
energy sector which they may be
interested in pursuing in the
future.”
____________________

Farewell to a “clever
and brilliant teacher”
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
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Free iPads
available

DG VOICE has 10 iPads with
two years of free internet
access available to give to 10
older and or disabled people in
Dumfries and Galloway.
This follows a successful
application to the government’s
Connecting Scotland – Older
and Disabled People project.
The devices will be available
from mid-March and DG Voice
is asking people to get in touch
to nominate someone they
think would benefit from having access to the internet.
It’s also looking for volunteers to train as digital champions and help the people who
receive the devices to learn
how to make the most of them.
Dr Ann Wilson, DG Voice
director, said: “We’re delighted
to have been given these
devices and we want to get
them to older or disabled people who need them as soon as
possible.
“If you know someone or if
you are someone, who would
benefit from having internet
access, please get in touch so
we can arrange delivery.
“We know there are lots of
people who don’t have access
to the internet and this is an
excellent opportunity for us to
provide access to 10 people
who really need it.
“It also gives volunteers
excellent training on how to
share their digital skills with
people in need.”
Contact DG Voice on
01387 257770 or email
info@dgvoice.co.uk

Resilience
volunteers

CANONBIE community council is developing a resilience
plan for the district to support
the community and others in
times of emergency. This could
be during flooding, disruption
to or failure of the electricity
supply, adverse weather and
closure of the A7.
It would also include looking
out for elderly residents and
helping with shopping, collection of medication and anything
else to support the community
in times of need.
The council is looking for
volunteers of all ages, skills and
abilities who live in the DG14
area and would be willing to be
called upon in emergencies.
This may be farmers pulling
vehicles back onto the road,
providing warm drinks in one
of the community halls for
stranded travellers or residents
because of power outages.
For more information or to
add your name to the list of volunteers email canonbieanddcc@gmail.com or contact a
community councillor.

www.eladvertiser.co.uk

Alex Drysdale of Langholm’s art room was a hub of learning
FORMER teacher Alex
Drysdale, who died on January
21, aged 86, leaves a huge legacy
in the Langholm community.
Alex, who taught art at
Langholm Academy from 1981
until his retirement in 1994, was
dearly loved by the hundreds
of pupils who passed through
his care in those years.
As ‘Mr Drysdale’, he possessed the remarkable gift of
not only being able to immeasurably improve the work of
almost all he came into contact
with but also make his art room
a hub of learning where pupils
were taught history and politics
and discussed sport, literature
and many other subjects.
This knowledge was shared
with empathy and humour, shaping countless young lives in the
process.
The tributes paid by former
pupils demonstrate the point.
Variously he has been described
as “a legend”, “a clever and
brilliant teacher”, “a kind and
humble man”, “caring and generous”, “a great storyteller” and
“a very talented gentleman”.
Alex was born in Springburn,
Glasgow in 1934 and was an
only child.

When World War Two broke
out, he and his mum moved to
live with relatives in County
Derry where he discovered a
lifelong love of the countryside.
On returning to Scotland, he
excelled at school, becoming a
voracious reader.
His first job was on the railways in 1952, having been
informed by his careers adviser
that he would make a good
lawyer or confidence trickster.
He became a trainee executive
at a shoe company, a title he
never tired of poking fun at.
Life turned in a pivotal direction when he decided to go to
Glasgow School of Art, enrolling
in 1960 as a mature student.
Alex qualified as a teacher in
1964. He taught at two schools
in Kilmarnock before deciding
to take on a new challenge and
relocation with his second wife
and soulmate, Annie.
Papua New Guinea and Kenya
were the favoured destinations
but, on receiving a warm welcome at the Eskdale Hotel one
wet afternoon in 1980 while
passing through Langholm, the
town won his heart.
From the off, Langholm, Claygate and specifically Gilnockie

Alex Drysdale leaves a huge legacy to the Langholm community

became the couple’s spiritual
home where renowned Burns
suppers and parties were hosted.
The house was always open and
full of cheer.

Passionate

Outside school life, he threw
himself into the community,
becoming a passionate follower
and supporter of the Common
Riding for the rest of his life.

In July 1994, aged 60, he rode
the Craigs and was admitted to
the Castle Craigs Club. He wore
his badge with great pride.
He was always delighted to
be asked to contribute to his
community. He painted the arch
used at the Common Riding
and the Common Riding Concert
backcloth, still used today.
He ran painting for pleasure
classes for almost 24 years after

he retired, along with the
Gilnockie art class.
For many years he and Annie,
with a team of helpers, painted
the scenery for the LAODS
productions.
He was a supporter of the art
club where he was proud to be
the first life member and he
was an honorary member of
Langholm Pipe Band. Alex was
also chairman of Gilnockie hall
for many years.
A lover of visits to the
Buccleuch Centre for poetry,
drama and opera, Alex’s loves
did not stop there.
He knew a great deal about
many things, including military
history, chess and ballet. He
was also keen on music,
although singing may not have
been a forte.
This knowledge, like everything else he knew during a
long and very full life, was willingly shared with his pupils,
many friends and with the patient
carers who supported him in
his final year.
Alex was a loving and devoted
husband, father and grandfather.
He leaves behind many, many
dear friends, his daughter Jacky
and his grandson, Louis.

Collectively collating creativity

As well as the Scottish government
funds, up to £300,000 of National Lottery
funding will support the development
of a national Culture Collective network
for sharing progress and working towards
programme research and evaluation.

LANGHOLM’S creative arts organisation is delighted to be part of a
£300,000 investment co-ordinated by
The Stove Network in Dumfries.
OutPost Arts is included in a successful
bid for the government’s Culture
Collective fund, worth £5.9m to Scotland,
one of its emergency COVID-19 funds.
Lucy MacLeod, creative director, said:
“OutPost Arts are very excited about
this award to support creative practitioners, rural communities and organisations to work collaboratively and help
shape the future of Langholm, Sanquhar,
Dalbeattie, Stranraer and north-west
Dumfries.
“The Stove Network will guide the
project which will be delivered via hubs,
including OutPost Arts.”

Well-being

Recovery

The Culture Collective programme
was launched last November and is
based on a proposal put forward by the
National Partnership for Culture after a
recommendation by the advisory group
on economic recovery.
A total of 64 applications were made,
with a corresponding ask of £14m.
Of those, 26 applications received a
total of £5.9m.

Lucy MacLeod, creative director of OutPost Arts, is excited about the award

Fiona Hyslop, culture secretary, said:
“Culture is more important than ever to
Scotland’s collective well-being and
prosperity and the past year has shown
how integral communities are to our
sense of identity and purpose.
“The Culture Collective will help to
create a positive difference in communities in Scotland, supporting them to
respond creatively to the challenges
posed by COVID-19.”
Gary Cameron, interim director of
strategy at Creative Scotland, added:
“Thanks to the Scottish government and
National Lottery funds, the pilot programme brings new thinking and promotes
collaboration to create a positive difference
locally and nationally in response to the
pandemic.
“More than 250 job opportunities are
being created through the programme,
with more opportunities anticipated as
each individual programme progresses.”
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HOPE IS
IN SIGHT
LET’S SEE
IT THROUGH
The vaccine is the good news we’ve been waiting
for, with those most at risk already being vaccinated.
When offered the vaccine please get it.
While this stretch seems hardest of all, we can’t relax yet. The virus
is still spreading, and we need to keep people safe. The more we
stick to the current rules and restrictions now, the less chance the
virus has to spread and the sooner we will make it through this.

#WeAreScotland gov.scot/coronavirus
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100 years: Townhead Literary Society

Memories and Milestones
We continue our serialisation of Tommy Beattie’s book
My Early Days

(continued)
In days gone by it was commonplace to see cows coming
along either Caroline Street
or Eskdaill Street.
Jean Hotson brought her cows
up Caroline Street from the
Stubholm fields to the byre in
Eskale Place which is now the
store room for the shop. It was
in that building where Jean
milked her cows with the hay
loft above. She delivered milk
around the streets in little aluminium cans with swing handles. Some folk used to go to
the byre with their own jugs and
Jean would fill them up, fresh
from the cow and not even
cooled.
When you think of producing
milk in a dark byre under a hurricane lamp with no strainers or
Directors of the Environmental
Health at hand, it makes you
wonder, but, strange though it
may seen, there were fewer diseases and viruses then than
there are today.
We are so “protected” from
diseases all our natural resistance has been destroyed.
Think about it!

First Memories

My first memory was the

arrival of my Grandfather. He
had suffered a severe stroke
which took his speech and his
mobility from him. For an
active and hard-working man to
be struck down so completely
changed his whole personality.
For a man who was such a
story-teller and suddenly his
speech was cut off made him
bad tempered, through pure
frustration, he kept a stick by
the side of his bed so he could
hit the back of the chair to summon help or hit anyone who
happened to be too close.

Imagination

As a little boy I learned to
move quickly, it would have
been stupid not to. All of this
was a trait quite the opposite of
the real Tommy Beattie. Before
I go along my “Road” let me
tell you about the real, the original and special Tommy Beattie.
He had a great imagination and
considerable talent for telling
tales which were so outrageous
he was a legend in his lifetime.
A monumental mason of great
skill his mason’s yard was in
the Sandyard which is now the
Council yard. He, my father,
and uncle Campbell all worked
there but the First World War
finished that business. Both
sons at war and his health fail-

ing must have been a stressful
time. However he was
employed on the Thomas Hope
Hospital.
His expertise as a mason was
invaluable. The ability to carve
some of the special stones and
being one of those rare breeds,
ambidextrous, was a bonus. A
great craftsman and a marvellous man, what a shame he had
such a struggle at the end.
He had various sayings, one
of which is still being used in
the building trade if something
goes wrong, is “What to do
Beattie, What to do”.
This came from one of the
tales for which he was famous.
On a ship sailing to America
looking for his pot of gold, the
ship was struck by a huge wave,
the ship almost turned turtle but
recovered, as the ship settled it
was noticed the deck cargo had
gone. The Captain shouted
above the storm “What to do
Beattie, What to do” Grandfather quick as a flash shouted
“hard to port skipper, hard to
port”.
Just as the ship swung round
to port a bigger wave than the
first hit them. The ship shuddered, righted and behold the
cargo was back on deck.
(to be continued)

Mary Jardine retired from Arthur Bell Scotch Tweeds Ltd after working for them in their offices for 44 years.

The Rev W R Milne lectured in the Townhead School room to a large audience, presided over by
Mr R B Crosbie. The lecture was entitled “A Sketch of the Life of Tolstoi” and developed the subject with the great clearness graphic power, and literary skill. A more instructive and stimulating
lecture has seldom been delivered here, the lecturer trading the developments of Tolstoi’s philosophy of life as applied to religious, social political and educational affairs. Mr G D Montgomerie
in proposing the vote of thanks, made special and favourable allusion to Tolstoi’s educational theories and gave hearty expression to the great delight with which the audience had listened to Mr
Milne.

75 years: Ewes WRI

“Nigeria” was the subject of an interesting talk by Mr R Coltart Craig of Langholm at the
monthly meeting of Ewes WRI held on Thursday 14th February. Exhibits of native craft including silver and brass ware, carved ivory and stones, samples of tin ore and pictures added interest
to the talk. After tea, served by the hostesses, Miss Crozier, Mrs Easton and Mrs Elliot, a demonstration was given by Mrs Craig on the making of a cloth beret. Parcels from Australia were
again gratefully received by the members. The competition for the best supper dish was won by
Mrs Scott, Bogfoot with Miss M Crozier, second.

50 years: Concert at Canonbie

The Savoy Singers are coming to Canonbie Hall on Friday 26th February. The concert which starts
at 7.30pm will consist if excerpts from the comic operas by Gilbert and Sullivan and Victorian
Ballads. Family attics have been ransacked for dresses to suit these ballads which will also give
the singers an opportunity to display their much-admired acting abilities. They are well known as
soloists in the annual productions of the Carlisle Choral Society. The concert is to help fund the
new organ being built in Canonbie Parish Church.

25 years: Community Fayre for Langholm

A Community Fayre involving a fancy-dress procession with a band and floats will parade through
the town of Langholm this summer. Plans are well underway to make the summer of 1996 something special for the people of Langholm. Every group, club, society, school, charity, business and
service in the area is invited to participate in the Community Fayre which will be held from 7th to
12th July. A week of celebration is planned with a celebrity guest being invited to open the event
and judge the best float. Thereafter all kinds of activities will be happening in and around the
Buccleuch Hall where stalls, crafts demonstrations, shows, displays, music dancing, entertainments, competitions, fundraising and many children’s activities as well as cream teas will be available. One competition has already been launched – design a logo for the community fayre.
Everyone will have to be quick to get their entries in to the Community Centre by March 6th. The
organisers are Barbara Jamieson, Vi Kyle and Pearl Mitchell who are extremely enthusiastic about
the event which they see as being a wonderful opportunity for bringing everyone together in celebration of our community.

The Radio One Pop Quiz team who defeated Dundee are Neil Gill, Laura Inch and Neil Potts from
Langholm Academy in 1987

The E&L Gallery
www.eladvertiser.co.uk
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As fit as a buck stoat! Photo by Nicol Nicolson of Langholm
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Wigtown Wednesdays: Esler on the English

WIGTOWN
Wednesdays
hosts the journalist and writer
Gavin Esler on March 17 to
talk about How Britain Ends,
his thoughtful, articulate book
about the rise of English
nationalism and the potential
break-up of the UK.
It is a book about history but
also about the strange, complicated identity of Britishness.
In the past, one could be
English, British, Scottish or Irish
and a citizen of the UK (or Great
Britain), part of what Gavin calls
a “secret federation”, an
arrangement lacking the explicit
federal arrangements which
allow Germany or the USA to
survive.
He asks whether there are still
constitutional arrangements
which might prevent the disintegration of the British state or
if that time has gone.

He explores the multiplicity of
threats to the union as the horsetrading over a satisfactory trade
deal with the EU pushes
Scottish independence and Irish
unification further up the political
agenda.
Now, the archaic state, which
doesn't have a written constitution, is coming under terrible
strain.
The English revolt against
Europe is also a revolt against
the awkward squads of the
Scottish and Irish and most
English conservatives would be
happy to get rid of Northern
Ireland and Scotland as the
price of getting Brexit done.
The pressures to declare
Scottish independence and to
push for a border poll, which
would unite Ireland, may
become irresistible.
The
online
Wigtown

Camera: Canon EOS 70D

Wednesdays are a chance to
explore change, renewal and
vice.
The free sessions, organised
by Wigtown Festival Company,
have been a popular way for
audiences to engage with
authors from many backgrounds
as they explore a multitude of
subjects.
Adrian Turpin, director, said:
“We created Wigtown Wednesdays in response to the first
lockdown but they have really
developed an identity of their
own and are a chance to hear
some of today’s most interesting
writers talk about their work,
ideas and worlds.”

Sign up for free at

wigtown bookfestival.com

Wednesday March 17, 2021

Journalist Gavin Esler discusses his book, How Britain Ends

Who are the artists?
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IN BRIEF
The wilds
of Sussex

MEMBERS of Canonbie SWI
were transported to the far
south of England by their guest
speaker during their virtual
monthly meeting.
Gill Bailey, president, welcomed an increasing number
of Canonbie members and visitors from neighbouring groups.
Gill introduced Pamela
McLellan who retired to Sussex
with her husband after they
bought 11 acres of wild land.
They had always dreamed of
farming and, after a lot of work,
they improved the land enough
to grow potatoes, onions and
courgettes.
They reared Large White pigs,
Dexter cows, Dorset sheep and
goats. They encountered a problem with the free range hens
in the form of foxes.
They had woodland nearby
and, being so isolated, they
preserved and eventually raised
their own poultry.
When Pamela first started
lambing, they took turns looking after the sheep through the
night, staying in an old caravan
with no heating.
Over time this progressed
into a DIY, deluxe accommodation with woodburner.
Pamela told of how hard they
worked replacing the old fences,
planting more than 500 native
trees and building sheds for all
the animals and their food.
Towards the end of their successful, five-year adventure,
they sold their produce of meat,
goat’s cheese, chutney, vegetables and home-made soap at
the farmers’ market.
Members enjoyed Pamela’s
talk and slides and it gave them
an insight into how hard the
couple and their family had
worked on their smallholding.
Nicola thanked Pamela, highlighting that age was no barrier
to achieving your dreams.
The show-and-tell competition was a home-made farm
animal made from any medium.
They had various items knitted
and woollen and a painting of
a saddleback pig.
Gill thanked Diane and Liz
for setting up the meeting.
Gill also thanked Sheila for
her three short stories in the
newsletter. They were wonderful and reminded everyone of
how they enjoyed visiting other
SWI groups and the importance
of having good company.
Hopefully, they will be back
to normal soon.
The next meeting is on March
18 and Susie Finlayson
will talk about the Tapestry of
Scotland.
The competition is anything
Scottish and does not have to
be home-made.

Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
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Mystery surrounds the appearance of the uplifting stones

MORE and more people in
Langholm and Eskdale are being
“stoned” and it’s bringing a smile
to their faces.
The brightly-painted stones and
slates are continuing to find their
way onto residents’ doorsteps and
other places around our communities.
There is a whole variety of designs
from animals and birds to messages
of hope and love to everyone who
is going through hard times and
eagerly awaiting more freedom.

E&L CLASSIFIEDS E&L JOB SPOT
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
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PLUMBING & HEATING

CHIMNEY SWEEP

MARK FRASER
CHIMNEY SWEEP

COMMISSIONING
▪
SERVICING
▪
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

6 Riverside Park
Canonbie
DG14 0UY
t. 013873 71773
m. 07801 658561

TO LET

Chimneys and
Stove Flues swept.
Wood Burning
Stoves Serviced.

t. 01228 791617
m. 07810 023819
SCRAP METAL

OFFICES-STUDIOS-WORKSHOPS-STORAGE

TO LET - LANGHOLM

• Ashley Bank House
• The Old Post Office
• The Old Bakery, Well Close
• Garage & Studios, Lairds Entry
• BFA - expressions of interest at this stage

for further information, please contact
HELEN STOREY, Ashley Bank House, Langholm DG13 0AN
Tel: 013873 81066 | email: helen@ashleybank.co.uk
COMPLAINTS

ESKDALE & LIDDESDALE ADVERTISER

COMPLAINTS

If you wish to make a complaint about anything in
The Eskdale and Liddesdale Advertiser, please
come into the office on Langholm High Street and
speak to the editor, Rachel Norris.

Alternatively, please contact the Company Secretary
by email – secretary@eladvertiser.co.uk
or by writing to:The Company Secretary
Muckle Toon Media
Ashley Bank House
Langholm DG13 0AN

ADVERTISING

Advertise in the E & L Advertiser
you’ll be surprised how little it costs!

An advert this size, 5cm x 2 columns,
will only cost £15 + VAT each for 12 inserts.
This can include your logo or other graphic
and can be designed in-house.
Contact 013873 80012 for details.

CUMBRIA METALS

FARM SCRAP
URGENTLY
WANTED

Wire ● Tin
Machinery ● Lorries
Cars ● Vans
and all other scrap metal
Big or small
we remove it all
Registered Dealer
Call Patrick: 07979 877391

E&L
JOBS

Advertise your
vacancies in the

E&L
Advertiser

013873 80012 |
sharon@eladvertiser.co.uk
POST OFFICE TIMES

LANGHOLM
TOWN HALL
(inside)

WEDNESDAYS
10am - 3.30pm
FRIDAYS
9am - 2pm

Access through rear door
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CLERICAL OFFICER
AT LANGHOLM HEALTH CENTRE

We are looking for an enthusiastic person to undertake general
reception and clerical duties as part of the Health Centre Team.
Computer literacy, audio-typing and ability to relate well to the
general public are all desirable skills. Flexibility is important.
You would be required to work 7.5 hours per week and to cover
holiday and sickness absence, up to a maximum of 37.5 hours
per week.

For informal inquiries and applications, please e-mail or telephone
Jackie Henderson jackie.henderson@nhs.scot / 013873 83101
Aileen Cavers aileen.cavers@nhs.scot / 013873 83102
Closing date for applications Friday 19th March 2021

Accounts Administrator
Langholm

Ashleybank Investments Ltd is a Langholm based family office, managing
property/investments and providing support services to a range of local
charities and social enterprises.

The permanent role offered can be combined into one full-time position or split
into separate Accounts Administrator and Investment Administrator part-time
roles.
The Accounts Administrator role
•
General accounting duties including sales & purchase ledger, bank
reconciliations and credit control
•
Assist with preparation of VAT returns and year end activities
•
General administrative duties as required
The Investment Administrator role
•
Preparation and review of reports using Excel
•
Collate data for use in record keeping and performance monitoring
•
General administrative duties as required
•
Knowledge/experience of investments is desirable but not required
Requirements
•
Strong IT skills, including being proficient in the use of Excel and a
computerised accounts package

The person
A motivated individual with strong organisational skills and the ability to work to a
high standard.
Package dependant on the applicant.

Please apply or arrange a call by emailing John Hilditch via
john@ashleybank.co.uk.
Application deadline: 12/03/2021

The Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
54 High Street, Langholm DG13 0JH
013873 80012  sharon@eladvertiser.co.uk

NEXT SCHEDULED FIXTURES
SATURDAY 6th MARCH

Sports News

centrepiece
Reiver storms his £75k
screened on ITV
way to the finish
Thursday February 25, 2021

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS

Sponsored by KELSO RACES 01573 221221|info@kelso-races.co.uk

Two fourths at Carlisle Gillian’s revenge
on Welsh
Horseracing

JAMES Ewart Racing had two good
fourth placings at Carlisle racecourse on
Monday.
In the novices’ hurdle over two miles, three
and a half furlongs the 12/1 Cellar Vie was
brought home by Brian Hughes.
The seven-year-old took the lead at the
start but was outpaced and was beaten
when he lost third place inside the final 110
yards but was pushed into fourth at the post
by only a neck.
The six-year-old Aquitaine Boy, who was
sent off at 11/2 under Rachael McDonald,
was fourth in a handicap hurdle over two
miles one furlong.
McDonald held him in midfield and made
steady progress from four out.

He briefly went second at three fences
from home but by the penultimate fence had
little more to give and soon weakened, losing his third place at the final fence.
Ewart had entries at Wetherby on Tuesday
with Calix Delafayette, ridden by Danny
McMenamin, and Ettila De Sivola, ridden by
McDonald, entered in a handicap chase
over one mile, seven furlongs in soft going.
McMenamin rode the horse into sixth
place. He made some awkward jumps but
kept on, weakening only on the approach to
the final fence.
Ettila De Sivola came in eighth.

Sports Nostalgia

From E&L Advertiser
March 17, 2005

LANGHOLM’s
Gillian
McCord was in the Scotland
women’s team that showed the
men how to tackle Wales at
Murrayfield at the weekend.
The women won 22-5 to make
it three in a row, following wins
against Ireland and Spain.
Gillian, who started her rugby
in a Langholm women’s team,
was playing at prop and has been
capped six times for Scotland.

E&L

SPORT
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THERE was a Langholm winner in
t
h
e
Cheltenham Countdown At timeform.com handicap hurdle at Kelso
last Friday
The
Alistair
Whillans-trained
Corrieben Reiver, carrying the colours
of John and Liz Elliot, stormed home
by 24 lengths to give jockey Craig
Nichol a 27th birthday success.
Whillans said: “He’s been off because
of a ‘leg’ since winning his novice hur-

dle at Ayr in October 2019 and he’s
been ready to run for a while but the
weather has intervened.”
Sandy Forster scooped one of the
biggest wins of her career when landing the feature race with course specialist Claud And Goldie.
Ridden as he has been on his two
previous track strikes by Richie McLernon, the Yetholm raider saw off Up
Helly Aa King by two lengths in the Edinburgh Gin Limited handicap chase.
Forster, a granddaughter of late legendary trainer Ken Oliver, said: “It was

771472

Horseracing

THE revamped bet365
Morebattle Hurdle, the
£75,000 centrepiece of ITV
Racing’s coverage from Kelso
on Saturday, March 6, has
attracted a tremendous 49
entries.
The winner is set for a
£100,000 bonus should they
go on to land any race at the
Cheltenham Festival.
There are five horses rated
150 or higher and the top-rated
entry on 159 is Cornerstone
Lad, trained by Micky
Hammond, the winner of the
Grade 1 Fighting Fifth hurdle
at Newcastle in 2019.
Esprit Du Large, trained by
Evan Williams, is a Grade 1
winner over fences, having
landed the Henry VIII novices’
chase at Sandown in 2019.
There are several other Grade
2 and Grade 3 winners among
a quality initial entry.
Eleven-time champion trainer
Paul Nicholls has pencilled in
six horses with progressive
Christopher Wood the highest
rated on 150.
The top-rated of Nicky
Henderson’s trio is Call Me
Lord (150), who ran in last
year’s champion hurdle for his
six-time champion trainer.
The Olly Murphy-trained
Brewin’upastorm, on a lofty
155, is a winning chaser but is
also a smart hurdler as he
illustrated when runner-up in
Grade 1 company at Aintree

Price 80p
9

Corrieben Reiver takes the lead for Langholm owners John and Liz Elliot
Photo by John Grossick

his involvement and success with
National Hunt racing which inspired me
to do what I’m doing today.
“Claud And Goldie is a horse we’ve
had since he was nine and he’s 12
now.
“This is his third win at Kelso; he’s
never won anywhere else.
“Richie said to give him a crack at the
Scottish National in April but we might
also come back here for the Premier
Chase next month, even though he’d
be wrong at the weights.
“It’s a good result because we’ve had
a lot of snow and we weren’t able to do
much with the horses for a few days.”
Empire Steel is also a possible for the
Ayr marathon later in the spring after
he landed the Timeform Gold At timeform.com novices’ chase by a wide
margin for Sandy Thomson and Ryan
Mania.
Greenlaw-based Thomson said:
“We’ve got a strong team of novices
and he’s probably just about the best.
“He’s not done a lot wrong in three
races over fences and can only get
better with experience.”
Grant Cockburn rode out his claim as
the Nicki Alexander-trained Ryedale
Racer sprang an 80-1 upset (£88.60
on the Tote) in the two-mile, six-furlong
handicap hurdle.
Dan and Harry Skelton teamed up for
a short-priced double with Rockstar

two years ago.
The sole Irish entry is The
Shunter, trained by Emmet
Mullins and the winner of the
Grade 3 Unibet Greatwood
handicap hurdle at Cheltenham
in November.
Scottish trainers are responsible for six entries, with Iain
Jardine’s Voix Du Reve, a Grade
1 chase winner when with
Willie Mullins, the highest rated
on 149.
Jonathan Garratt, Kelso managing director, said, “The race
is sponsored for the first time
by bet365 so we decided to
move the Morebattle to March
when it will become the feature
race of Kelso’s richest-ever race
day with £209,000 up for grabs.
“The supporting card features
the Grade 2 Premier Hurdle
and the Listed Premier Chase
so it will be quite an event.”
Bet365 has already formed
an ante-post market and has
installed Prochema as the 8-1
favourite.
Already a very smart horse
on the flat, he has taken to hurdles well since joining Dan
Skelton and is the winner of
two ‘jumpers bumpers’ at
Newcastle recently.
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Horseracing

